Abstract. The frequency distribution of stratigraphic layer thickness in cores and a snowmine at South Pole is not compatible with a significant number (> 1%) of missing layers associated with zero-accumulation years inferred from poleheight measurements. A reconciliation of these data sets is needed if observed stratigraphic records are to be used as reliable palcoclimate indicators. Three explanations for the discrepancy are offered, namely (i) during a significant number of years, a visible stratigraphic horizon does not form or is not identified, (iO the true distribution is characterized by two maxima, with a secondary maximum centered around zero layer thickness, or (iiO the pole-height measurements are misinterpreted and there are very few zero-accumulation years at South Pole. With the currently available data, it is not possible to discriminate among these three possibilities.
Introduction
An important impediment to establishing accurate annual chronologies in ice cores is the possibility that some annual layers may be missing from the stratigraphic record. The formation of annual units in the stratigraphy is due to certain snow characteristics varying according to the time of year. Whichever dating method is used, the assumption is that some clearly identifiable stratum exists that marks individual years. However, some annual layers and their corresponding markers may be missing as a result of wind scour and erosion, or because of lack of accumulation [Gow, 1965] . The effect of such a hiatus in the record is an underestimation of the age of deeper layers. Where annual layers are used to estimate the accumulation rate, missing layers result in a long-term average accumulation rate that is too large.
Although the average layer thickness is dependent on the fraction of missing layers, the thickness of an individual layer is not affected by missing layers. This means that core records can be used to investigate the frequency distribution of annual layer thickness or, equivalently, net annual deposition, even if there are missing layers. Furthermore, it may be possible to use the measured frequency distribution to infer the probability of missing layers by extrapolating the distribution to small layer thicknesses. The important features of the distribution are its asymmetry, or skewness, and the smooth approach to zero as the layer thickness decreases to zero. Because of the skewness, the peak in the distribution is displaced towards smaller values relative to the mean.
According to Hogan and Gow [1997] , the observed distribution is best described as log-normal, with the logarithm of layer thickness normally (or Gaussian) distributed. This distribution is very similar to the gamma distribution, commonly used in meteorology to describe for example the frequency distribution of rainfall and considered in this study. McConnell et al. [1997] also use gamma distributions to model monthly snow accumulation at South Pole. If x represents the layer thickness (in mm w.e.) the probability density function (pdf) is given by [Thom, 1958] G(x) = 3•r x r-le -•'x , (x>_0) , 
Frequency Distribution and Missing Layers
The gamma pdf cannot be a realistic description of actual variations in annual snow accumulation if there is a significant number of zero-accumulation years. As defined above, the predicted probability of a zero-accumulation year is zero. Measurements of exposed pole heights indicate that as many as -5% years may be missing because of zero or negative net accumulation [Mosley- Thompson et al., 1995] .
One possibility to arrive at a probability distribution that describes the data and allows for zero-thickness layers, is to apply a transformation to the gamma pdf. For the present case of a bounded pdf, a useful transformation is accomplished by adding a location parameter, c, to the layer thickness [Haan, 1977, Table 1 . Even without conducting formal statistical tests, it is clear that the measured distribution is incompatible with a significant (> 1%) number of missing layers and the gamma distribution.
There are several possible explanations for the discrepancy, and these are discussed and evaluated below. It may be noted that transforming other distribution functions (lognormal, Gaussian) does not alleviate the problem and yields essentially the same discrepancy. Are the Stratigraphic Observations Reliable?
One possibility is that the measured frequency distribution is not representative of the true distribution. Very thin layers are not detectable by visible stratigraphy and the observed frequency distribution will have no values that approach zero layer thickness. It could also be that some annual horizons are not identified because a distinctive depth hoar layer does not form every year, or not all annual horizons are well preserved or clearly visible. In some years, the distinctive depth hoar layer may be replaced by a coarse-grained equivalent (summer-coarsened snow) overlain by fine-grained snow of the ensuing fall or winter [Gow, 1965] . Failure to identify all annual layer markers would bias the frequency distribution towards thicker layers. If all nine negative values in the stake measurements are considered indicative of negative net accumulation, the frequency of missing years ranges from 2.3 to 8.0%. If the four negative values measured during the first year are omitted, this range becomes 1.0 to 5.5%. Thus, it could be argued that the pole measurements suggest that as little as 1% of annual layers may have zero thickness. However, even with this lower limit, use of a gamma distribution indicates that there must be a significant number of horizons missing from the record observed in the core (Figure 2, curve 7) .
A Dual-Maximum Distribution?
A further possibility is that the actual distribution is characterized by two maxima, with the gamma distribution describing most of the layer thicknesses, but with a secondary, smaller and narrow maximum centered around zero layer thickness. Such a distribution could be the result of a process that favors the elimination of layers of intermediate thickness, possibly erosion of thin strata over a hardened surface by wind. The secondary peak would not be stratigraphically detectable if it were sufficiently narrow. More detailed measurements of snow deposition are needed to confirm or disprove the model for a dual-maximum distribution.
Conclusions
There is a basic incompatibility between the distribution of layer thickness measured in firn cores at South Pole, and estimates of zero-accumulation years from pole-height measurements. The frequency distribution of annual snow layers identified in cores and a snowmine is compatible with a gamma or a log-normal distribution and smoothly approaches zero for zero layer thickness [Giovinetto and Schwerdtfeger, 1966] . A similar distribution was used by McConnell et al.
[1997] to describe monthly accumulation at South Pole. However, this distribution does not allow for the significant (> 1%) number of zero-accumulation years based on measurements of exposed pole height. The implication is that either a large percentage of years (-10%) is missing from the observed record because of unidentified stratigraphic horizons, or that the pole-height data are misinterpreted. A third possibility is that the true frequency distribution is characterized by a dual maximum.
Resolving this discrepancy is important for a correct interpretation of observed stratigraphic records and inferred histories of snow accumulation. With an unknown number of layers missing from the measurements, the long-term accumulation rate cannot be determined reliably, nor can recent changes in snow deposition be detected.
A possible remedy to solve this conundrum is to constrain the long-term average accumulation rate by identifying a known time horizon in the core, for example by recognizing the stratigraphic signature of a known volcanic eruption. A further remedy would be accurate and frequent measurements of snow accumulation. Time series of snow deposition and erosion would be very valuable in developing models that describe the processes affecting the amount of snow added annually at one site.
